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Abstract Integrated, compact, and economical pulse driv-
ing and TE control modules for pulsed quantum cascade
lasers (QCL) have been developed. Based on those mod-
ules, an effective tunable diode laser spectroscopy (TDLS)
setup has been constructed for the evaluation of pulsed QCL
and demonstration of TDLS concepts. Connecting our mid-
infrared QCL module to the driving module using cable of
10 � characteristic impedance results in down chirp light
pulses suitable for intrapulse scheme of TDLS; a usable
down chirp of about 0.78 cm−1 is achieved for current pulse
with 240-ns pulse width. Connecting the QCL module to the
driving module using stripline of characteristic impedance
<1 � results in narrow Gaussian-like light pulses that are
suitable for interpulse scheme of TDLS; the light pulse
width of 15 ns is achieved. The absorption features of N2O
at 1289.86 cm−1 have been measured using a homemade
distributed feedback QCL around about 7.75 µm adopting
intrapulse scheme; the measurement limit below 1 ppmv is
achieved with a 10-m white cell.
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1 Introduction

Tunable diode laser spectroscopy (TDLS) using quantum
cascade lasers (QCLs) is becoming popular in recent years
[1, 2]. Among various TDLS applications, the operation of
pulsed QCLs at or above room temperature is still a merito-
rious option from synthetical point of view. In pulsed opera-
tion, the average power density on the QCL chip is quite low
comparing to those of continuous-wave (CW) operation;
also, in this case the thermal electric (TE) cooler is not used
for removing mass heat energy but rather for stabilizing the
operating temperature mainly, and therefore the power con-
sumption of the system is much lower. Besides, the fabrica-
tion requirements for pulsed QCLs are not so strict compar-
ing to those of CW QCLs and thus are beneficial to reduce
the high price and encourage volume application. Different
from near infrared communication band, where very mature
techniques have existed already, and productive laser diode
modules and driving integrated circuits (ICs) and modules
are easily available, from the user’s point of view, some
blocks still exist in the utilization of QCLs in TDLS sys-
tem. First, QCL is an unipolar device with much higher driv-
ing current and voltage than those of conventional bipolar
diode laser, so the pulse driving technique suitable for bipo-
lar diode laser may not be adopted directly; second, different
types of QCL quantum engineering design, chip structure,
package type, and so on result in quite different character-
istics of the devices, and therefore more details accompa-
nying each device are expected for the users. Furthermore,
in the development of QCLs the variability of laser perfor-
mance in a much wider range might be encountered. When
newly developed QCLs being tested, the original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) modules may not be appropriate, in
this case homemade modules could be useful. In this paper,
the development of integrated compact pulsed QCL driver
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and TE controller with rich practical utilities has been in-
troduced, and their applicability has been demonstrated in
detail. Based on the homemade modules, a simple but effec-
tive TDLS setup with stable and maneuverable features has
been constructed for the evaluation of different QCL chips
and modules, and demonstration of TDLS concepts.

2 Homemade pulse driving and temperature control
modules

Comparing with conventional bipolar diode lasers for com-
munication etc., the operation of unipolar QCLs still needs
some particular attentions. First, the operation current and
voltage of QCL, as a rule of thumb, are on the 1 A/10 V
level, which both are almost an order of magnitude higher
than those of bipolar diode laser, and therefore special driv-
ing schemes should be adopted especially in pulse opera-
tion case; Second, different from bipolar laser where charge
storage or capacitive component should be taken into ac-
count, inherently the unipolar QCL itself could be known
as a “resistive” load, but in a certain case parasitic reac-
tive components from the bonding, wiring, packaging, and
connecting still play an important rule for pulse operation;
Third, normally the equivalent on-state dynamic load resis-
tance dV/dI of the QCL is in a “medium” range of about
2–20 �, and most possibly 5–10 �. This resistance may be
higher than those of bipolar diode lasers with even lower on-
state dynamic resistance, say <2 � (may also reach ∼10 �

for devices with very small area), but still lower than the
most popular system impedance of 50 �; therefore special
care is needed for the impedance matching of the load to the
driver. Furthermore, the on-state resistance of QCL contains
nonohmic component inherently and therefore shows more
notable nonlinear features than those of bipolar diode lasers.
This means that the on-state dynamic resistances of QCLs
are not fixed and the difference between off-state and on-
state resistances is also quite large, which further increases
the difficulties in the modeling and matching. Besides, dif-
ferent from the bipolar laser with lower driving power, the
driving efficiency of this higher driving power device is an-
other trait of concern. In a conventional 50-� system, a sim-
ple way to match a load with impedance less than 50 � is
to insert a resistor in series with the load to reach a total
impedance of 50 �; however, in this case the driving ability
of the pulse generator will be degraded, especially for the
high-power and high-operation-voltage load such as QCL.
For example, using a power generator with 50-V output, its
current driving ability is limited to 1 A in a 50-� system; this
driving ability is enough for most bipolar diode lasers but
still insufficient for QCL [3]. Also, in this case most power
is consumed at the series resistor; for driving a high-power
device, this is an inapposite way especially in practical ap-
plications.

In a TDLS setup using pulsed QCL, the performances
and parameters of the pulse driving and temperature control
modules are the first thing to be considered. From practical
and mass application points of view, the simplicity and cost
are important traits of concern, and therefore the modules
should have no excrescent but all necessary functions; the
parameters should cover a not excessive but needful range.
Notice that the parameters are related to the key compo-
nents employed in the module directly, and therefore adopt-
ing suitable components is important. Some high-end com-
ponents with exorbitant performance are available, whereas
the utilization of conventional components with lower but
sufficient performance is a rational choice beneficial to the
attainability, cost, and simplicity of the modules.

There are normally two schemes for making use of pulsed
QCL into TDLS systems: intrapulse or interpulse [4]. For in-
trapulse scheme, normally “wider” current pulses with pulse
width of hundreds of ns to a few µs with minimal transient
are needed, whereas for inter-pulse scheme, shorter current
pulses with pulse width below a few tens of ns are prefer-
able. Notice that QCL is a current-driven device with certain
threshold. If the threshold current is half of the peak oper-
ation current, using triangle or Gaussian-like current pulse,
the light pulse width could also be half of the driving pulse
width. Therefore, in certain conditions, using a 40-ns current
pulse to generate a 20-ns light pulse is possible. In TDLS
application the repeat frequencies of the current pulses are
lower with respect to those of communication applications,
and therefore the coverage of a few to tens of kHz is al-
most enough. For both intrapulse and interpulse schemes,
normally distributed feedback (DFB) type of QCLs is used,
and their threshold and operation currents are slightly higher
than those of Fabry–Perot (FP) type due to the introduc-
tion of gratings. At early stage the threshold and operation
currents of DFB-QCLs are in the range of 5–10 A for RT-
CW devices [5] and then decrease to the 1–2 A range [6, 7].
The situation of pulsed QCL is similar. Therefore, the cur-
rent driving ability up to 3 A is now enough for most cases.
For convenience, the integration of driving current control,
current pulse waveform monitor, and trigger outputs should
be preferable. In certain applications the add-on of a slow
scan current to the driving pulse is necessary, so the current
modulation input and modulation waveform monitor output
are needed. For the TE temperature controller, as mentioned
above, the heat capacity is not important for TDLS system
using pulsed devices [8], whereas wavelength/temperature
coefficient in the order of –0.1 cm−1/K is inherent for DFB-
QCLs [9, 10], and therefore the overall temperature stability
of at least 0.05 K should be guaranteed. The temperature
setting and reading functions of the module are needed in
practice, but other functions seem superfluous.

Based on the above considerations, homemade integrated
compact pulse driving module and TE temperature con-
trol module were developed. The pulse driving module
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was mainly composed of a transistor–transistor–logic (TTL)
pulse generator, a voltage level shifter, and a vertical metal-
oxide-semiconductor field-effect-transistor (MOSFET) cur-
rent switch. The pulse generator using a conventional bipo-
lar IC-produced pulses of width and frequency indepen-
dently adjustable in TTL level. This small low-end IC could
produce pulses with width down to <40 ns and rise/fall time
of about 5 ns, which just fitted our needs. To increase the
driving ability and as an isolator, a 50-� line driver IC com-
posed of four nor-gates was followed, in which two gates
in series were used to drive the voltage level shifter, and
the others were used to output the trigger pulses. A MOS-
FET switch was used to output high-current pulse, so its
performances were critical. In this driver an enhancement-
mode (normally-off) vertical MOSFET was used. For the
MOSFET, current handling ability, on-state resistance, tran-
sient time, and input capacitance are the key parameters. For
example, high-end MOS transistors with a handling ability
of tens of amperes for pulse current, <0.2 � on-state re-
sistance, and <5 ns transient time could be available, but
accompanying a higher input capacitance on the order of
1000 pF; therefore to drive this power MOS transistors, a
specific CMOS driving module with high driving ability
should be adopted. This combination seems prodigal and
costly; thereby a trade-off should be taken. In our module
an economical MOSFET in a small TO-243 package with
1.5-A continuous or 8-A pulsed current ability, 0.3-� on-
state resistance, and ∼10-ns transient time is adopted, and
its input capacitance decreased to about 200 pF, so conven-
tional bipolar transistors were sufficient to drive it. In the
pulse operation with low duty cycle, the average power on
the MOSFET is lower, so for this device, only a small heat
sink was used. For this enhancement-mode MOSFET, to
get lower on-state resistance and faster transient time, about
10-V driving voltage should be needed normally; therefore a
voltage level shifter composed of conventional bipolar tran-
sistors was inserted between the TTL pulse generator and
MOSFET current switch. To monitor the real pulse current
waveform using an external oscilloscope, a calibrated ring
coil as current probe with 1-V/A output on 50-� loads was
integrated into the module; an adjustable DC power source
with a digital voltage meter (DVM) to monitor the output
voltage was used to control the driving current.

For temperature controller with stability better than
0.05 K, even some multifunctional but costly commercial
instruments could be utilized; a customized module should
be more economical and easier to operate. In our homemade
temperature control module a small commercial TE control
board with moderate features was chosen to integrate with
a power source as well as a DVM for external temperature
setting and reading. This control board with >2 A current
ability is sufficient for pulsed QCL operated at or above RT.
The temperature sensor for our QCL module is a 10-K�

Fig. 1 Current waveforms of driving a 10-� resistive load using
500-ns-wide pulses at different matching conditions, the up trace in (b)
is TTL driving voltage waveform

thermistor, and based on this sensor, the measured overall
temperature stability with the QCL module was better than
0.01 K.

Some experiments were designed to evaluate the abili-
ties of the modules. First of all, resistive loads were used to
evaluate the driving ability of the pulse module. In the ex-
periments different types of connections between the driver
and resistive load were used to demonstrate matching condi-
tions. The connections include cables with different charac-
teristic impedance from 50 � to 6.25 �, stripline with metal
width of 12 mm and characteristic impedance of <1 � (de-
noted as low-Z hereafter) and directly connecting the load to
the driver (denoted as direct hereafter). Two load resistances
of 10 � and 2 � were used to simulate the conditions of
concern; the resistive load was composed of five 3216-size
surface mount resistors in parallel to minimize the parasitic
reactive components.

Figure 1 shows the driving of a 10-� load using 500-
ns “wide” pulse at different matching conditions. From
Fig. 1(b) it could be seen that the TTL driving pulse is quite
good with neglectable ringing at falling edge, the transient
time (20–80%) is about 5 ns. The direct driving of the 10-�
load shows favorable fidelity, the rise time increases to about
10 ns, and a minor ringing appears at falling edge. From
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Fig. 2 Current waveforms of driving a 10-� resistive load using
<40 ns narrow pulses at different matching conditions; the up trace
in (b) is TTL driving voltage waveform

Fig. 1(a) it can be seen that using a 10-� cable matched
to the load showed the best current waveform with mini-
mal ringing at the falling edge and that the rise time keeps
at about 10 ns without overshooting. However, the cables
with higher or lower impedances aroused slowdown or mi-
nor overshoot at the rising edge, and obvious ringing at the
falling edge. Notice that the subthreshold current ringing at
the falling edge had no effects on the light output despite
of negligible heating, also in most TDLS applications quite
low duty cycle of the pulse was used, and therefore the ring-
ing at falling edge was not important. For a 50-� cable, the
rise time was slowed down to about 30 ns. At even lower
impedance of low-Z stripline as shown in Fig. 1(b), a dra-
matic overshoot accompanying ringing process extending to
about 200 ns appeared at rising edge, and the ringing at
falling edge became more obvious. The overshoot reached
about 3 times of the stable value, prompting a resonate pro-
cess of the parasitic parameters mainly from the stripline.

Figure 2 shows the driving of a 10-� load using <40 ns
narrow pulse at different matching conditions. From Fig.
2(b) it could be seen that the TTL driving pulse was still
moderate with neglectable ringing and that the transient time
remained about 5 ns with 36-ns pulse width. The direct driv-
ing of the 10-� load still showed favorable fidelity, but the

Fig. 3 Current waveforms of driving a 2-� resistive load using
500-ns-wide pulses at different matching conditions; the up trace in (b)
is TTL driving voltage waveform

current pulse width broadened to 58 ns with minor ringing
at falling edge. From Fig. 2(a) it can be seen that, using
a −10 � cable matched to the load also showed the best
current waveform with minimal ringing at the falling edge,
the rise time kept at about 10 ns without overshooting, and
the current pulse width was 60 ns. The cables with higher
or lower impedances also aroused slowdown or minor over-
shoot at the rising edge, and obvious ringing appeared at
falling edge. For a 50-� cable, the rise time was still slowed
down to about 30 ns. At even lower impedance of low-Z
stripline as shown in Fig. 2(b), the resonance process re-
sulted in a Gaussian-like high-current pulse about 3 times
of the other impedance accompanying a small ringing tail,
and the current pulse width was about 33 ns. Recall that al-
though in this case the fidelity of the pulse is poor, this nar-
row current pulse with higher amplitude could be utilized to
generate short light pulse.

The situation to drive a 2-� load became different. Fig-
ure 3 shows the driving of a 2-� load using 500-ns “wide”
pulse at different matching conditions. From Fig. 3 it can be
seen that cable impedance higher than the load resulted in an
unacceptable slowdown at the rise edge, but low-impedance
stripline showed favorable matching to the load with rise
time about 20 ns similar to the direct connection. At the con-
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Fig. 4 Current waveforms of driving a 10-� resistive load using
<40 ns narrow pulses at different matching conditions; the up trace
in (b) is TTL driving voltage waveform

dition with <40 ns narrow pulse driving as shown in Fig. 4,
analogous phenomena existed. The driving of 2-� load us-
ing low-impedance stripline resulted in a slightly broadened
current pulse with 52-ns pulse width, but cable impedance
higher than load all resulted in unacceptable waveforms.
Consequently, to drive a low resistance load down to 2 �,
the cable impedance should be comparable, so in this case
the low-impedance stripline was a good choice.

From the above results it could be deduced that the out-
put impedance of this driving module was quite low (<2 �),
which was benefitted from the low on-state resistance of the
MOSFET. To get favorable pulse current waveforms and
therefore desired light pulses, the matching of pulse gen-
erator to the load played an important role, so suitable ca-
bles should be adopted. Different from conventional 50-�
systems, where all connections were attributed to 50-�
impedances, in most cases cable impedance close to the load
dynamic impedance was advisable for this type of driving
scheme. However, in certain case, the resonance feature in
the connection could also be utilized to generate shorter and
higher current pulses. The light output was detected using
a Vigo MCZT detector (PVI-2TE-10.6/VPDC250I) with an
integrated preamplifier (DC coupled, 250-MHz bandwidth).
This PD/amplifier combination resulted in ≤3 ns time re-

Table 1 Main parameters of the homemade pulse driving and TE tem-
perature control modules

Pulse driving module

Driving current Up to 3 A (with 10 turn trimpot fine adj.)

Driving voltage Up to 20 V (with DC DVM monitor)

Light pulse width 15–2500 ns (in N-M-W with fine adj.)

Light pulse frequency 1–100 KHz (in L-M-H with fine adj.)

Output connector D-9pin (F) with on/off and indicator

Output current monitor 1 V/A real waveform into 50 � (SMA-F)

Trig. pulse output TTL into 50 � (SMA-F)

Pulse rise/fall time ≤10 ns

LF modulation input ≤5 V (SMA-F)

LF modulation monitor 50 mA/V (SMA-F)

AC power 90–264 V fused, <10 W

Size 135 mm (W) × 72 mm (H) × 104 mm (D)

Weight 720 g

TE temperature control module

Output current ±2 A

Compliance voltage 9 V

Temperature range 10–50°C

Temperature stability <0.01°C

T setpoint accuracy <0.01°C (with 10 turn trimpot fine adj.)

T reading accuracy <0.05°C (with DVM monitor)

Output connector D-9pin (M) with on/off and indicator

AC power 90–264 V fused, <20 W

Size 135 mm (W) × 55 mm (H) × 220 mm (D)

Weight 1000 g

sponse. All waveforms were recorded using a digital oscil-
loscope (Tektronics TDS3054, 5GS/s, 500-MHz bandwidth)
of <1 ns time response. The overall time resolution of the
measuring system was below 3 ns, and therefore the mea-
sured transient time of about 5 ns denoted the time response
of this QCL/driver combination. The main parameters of the
modules are listed in Table 1.

3 QCL evaluation, TDLS setup and demonstration

Figure 5 shows the current and light output waveforms of
our QCL module by using homemade pulse driving mod-
ule. The QCL chip in the module was a gas source molec-
ular beam epitaxy (GSMBE) grown DFB type with deep
top gratings [10], which was mounted on a C-type sub-
mount, packaged into a TO-3 type package with a semi-
insulating GaAs window and installed into an ILX lightwave
LDM-4412 laser diode mount. The laser diode mount was
modified for mid-infrared application using an adjustable
ZnSe collimating lens, the mounting plate was changed to
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Fig. 5 Current and light waveforms of driving a homemade QCL mod-
ule. (a): Using <40 ns narrow pulses with a low-Z stripline; (b): Using
500-ns pulses with a 10-� cable. For comparison, the current wave-
forms of driving a 10-� load were also plotted

fit TO-3 package, and the internal connection was modi-
fied for ∼12.5 � impedance. From Fig. 5(a) it could be
seen that, beginning from 36-ns TTL pulses, operating the
QCL adopting a low-Z stripline connecting to this driver
resulted in Gaussian-like current pulses of width of 27 ns
and peak >2 A. Due to about 1-A threshold current of this
QCL, Gaussian-like light pulses of width about 15 ns were
achieved, and those narrow light pulses were suitable for in-
terpulse applications in TDLS. For 500-ns TTL pulses, op-
erating the QCL adopting a 12.5-� cable connection to this
driver resulted in different current and light waveforms as
shown in Fig. 5(b). In this case the cable impedance was
quite close to but slightly higher than the dynamic resistance
of this QCL; the difference between the width of current
and light was <20 ns, and no overshooting appeared at the
light waveform. A decrease of the light amplitude with the
time because of the heating effect of the “wide” pulse driv-
ing could be seen, and the usable down chirp range during
this pulse was >400 ns, which was quite suitable for in-
trapulse applications in TDLS. For comparison, the current
waveforms of driving a 10-� resistor load using 10-� cable
or low-Z stripline (similar to the case in Fig. 1 or Fig. 2)
were also plotted in Fig. 5. It could be seen that the wave-

Fig. 6 Schematic configuration of the TDLS setup

form to driving this QCL is comparable to a ∼10-� resis-
tor load, but effects of parasitic parameters still could be
seen from the transient edges. QCL as an unipolar device
could be seen as a resistive dominating load, and thus for a
low-impedance driver, using a driving cable with impedance
comparable to the dynamic resistance of the QCL chip is
advisable, whereas the reactance parts of the QCL mod-
ule mainly caused by packaging (wire bonding) and wiring
should be minimized.

Based on developed homemade modules, an effective
TDLS setup mounted on a 30 × 60 cm optical breadboard
using only a few parts was constructed; the schematic of
this setup is shown in Fig. 6. The main purpose of this setup
was the evaluation of different pulsed QCL chips and mod-
ules to meet the wide range of requirements and demonstrate
basic TDLS schemes using those QCLs. In this setup the
pulse module was used to driving the QCL under test. The
light from the QCL was collected and collimated toward
the gas cell using a 90° off-axis parabolic mirror (OAPM)
of 1 inch in diameter. A commercial 10-m white cell for
Fourier transformed infrared (FTIR) spectrometer originally
was used in the system; the wide and parallel beam features
of this gas cell made the system quite stable and easy to
operate. The light out-off the gas cell was focused using an-
other OAPM to a Vigo MCZT detector (model PVI-2TE-
10.6/VPDC250I) to form absorption signal. To get a refer-
ence light, a MIR beam splitter was used at the front side
of the gas cell, and another Vigo MCZT detector (the same
model) was used to form the reference.

In this setup various characteristics of the QCL chips and
modules related to TDLS applications, including suitable
driving current and related DC voltage, favorable pulse pa-
rameters and impedance matching conditions, down chirp
rate, modulation parameters and related temperature pa-
rameters, have been evaluated in detail. Through the opti-
mization of each parameter, TDLS concepts were demon-
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Fig. 7 Measured absorption features of N2O line at 1289.86 cm−1

adopting a homemade DFB-QCL in intrapulse scheme, the N2O is di-
luted using N2 to 100, 10 and 1 ppmv. Solid curves show the ratio of
signal to the reference, open circles show the Voigt fittings. The inset
shows the zoom in of 1-ppmv curve, Voigt fit, and the residual

strated on this setup. Figure 7 shows a measured absorp-
tion features of N2O line at 1289.86 cm−1, with N2O di-
luted using N2. In this measurement the intrapulse scheme is
adopted, a homemade DFB-QCL chip [10] with wavelength
around 7.75 µm was used as a mid-infrared light source.
This chip was mounted on ST submount, then installed into
an Alpes LLH100 air-tightened laser housing without col-
limating lens, and a 10-� cable was used to connect the
DFB-QCL module to the driving module. Current pulses
of 240-ns pulse width and 80-kHz repeat frequency were
used, resulting in >200 ns usable down chirp time. At higher
concentration of 1000 ppmv, two weaker absorption lines
at both sides could be clearly seen; according to HITRAN
database, those lines could be assigned to 1290.119 cm−1

and 1289.643 cm−1 lines of N2O. From this the chirp rate
of the QCL has been determined to be −116.5 MHz/ns
(−3.885E–3 cm−1/ns) and keeps constant during the pulse,
which is lower than some reported values [4, 11–13] be-
cause of the lower threshold current density of the QCL. The
wave number scan range was about 0.78 cm−1. In the mea-
surements the heatsink temperature of QCL was stabilized at
20.7°C. For simplicity, in this intrapulse scheme demonstra-
tion only an oscilloscope (Tektronics TDS3054) was used
to record signal and reference waveforms, and the TTL out-
put from the pulse driving module was used to trigger the
synchronization. The waveform calculation function of the
oscilloscope could be used to ratio the signal with the ref-
erence to form absorption waveform, whereas in this case a
50-� cable with length equivalent to the path length of the
gas cell should be used to delay the reference signal.

Absorption full width at half maximum of 9.8 ns and
11.8 ns was observed for 10 ppmv and 100 ppmv of N2O at

76 torr, respectively, confirming the self-broadening effect
in this pressure and concentration range. The Voigt fits were
also plotted in Fig. 7. The fits matched the measured ab-
sorption curves well: for 100 ppmv and 10 ppmv curves, the
maximum fit residuals were below 2.4% and 10% respec-
tively. At this pressure and concentration range the domi-
nant source of line broadening is due to collisions of gas
molecules, and therefore the lines are mainly of Lorentzian
shape. From Voigt fits the Lorentzian width broadened from
7.25 ns to 9.24 ns for 10 ppmv and 100 ppmv in time do-
main, whereas the Gaussian width kept almost unchanged
at about 5.6 ns. Notice that simulations based on HITRAN
database resulted in much narrower line width of 506 MHz
and 664 MHz for 10 ppmv and 100 ppmv of N2O at 76 torr,
respectively, and the Doppler line width is only ∼100 MHz,
so the measured data in this setup are all limited by the chirp
rate of the laser and the transient response of the system. The
parameters extracted from the automatic Voigt fits are qual-
itative even if the line shape fits well. The inset in Fig. 7
showed the zoom in of 1 ppmv curve as well as Voigt fit and
residual. At this concentration the maximum fit residual was
about 20%, so for this setup, the N2O measurement limit
below 1 ppmv was evident.

4 Conclusions

In conclusion, through the analysis of characteristic features
of the pulsed QCL and from effective and practical consider-
ations, integrated compact and economical pulse driving and
TE control modules were developed. Based on those mod-
ules, an effective TDLS setup was constructed for the evalu-
ation of pulsed QCL and demonstration of TDLS concepts.
Connecting the QCL to the driving module using low-Z
stripline resulted in narrow Gaussian-like light pulses suit-
able for interpulse scheme of TDLS; the light pulses with
pulse width of 15 ns was achieved. Connecting the QCL
to the driving module using a 10-� cable resulted in down
chirp light pulses suitable for intrapulse scheme of TDLS,
and a down chirp of about 0.78 cm−1 was achieved for
240-ns current pulse. The absorption features of N2O around
7.75 µm have been measured using a homemade DFB-QCL
in intrapulse scheme; the measurement limit below 1 ppmv
was achieved with a 10-m white cell.
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